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ABSTRACT

There are many cases where ati overall effort is successful if and only

if the efforts (or events) of a aoqience are all successful. Often, the

principal interest is in cases where overall success has a large probability

(say, at least .8). Suppose there are n efforts in the sequence and that

Pi is i-l) is the probability that the i-th effort is a success given that

preceding efforts J ., i-i are successes (i=l, •., n), where s0

denotes no conditions. PAi approximate value, also sharp upper and lower

bounds, are developed for the probability that all n events are successes.

This is done for various level of generality, including a form of complete

generality. These results depend only on n, the generality level, and the

arithmetic average of the pits ). They are useful when the prob.jility of

all successes is at least .8, then the approximate value is near both bounds.

The necessity of only considerinq the arithmetic average of the p (S

rather than their product, sometimes can be useful in analyses of an operations

restarch nature (inoluding reliability situations). Consider optimum allotment

of resources to obtain a stated high probability of all successes. This can be

obtained by minimizing the resource use subject to the arithmetic average of

the pi(a .) equaling a determinil value. This minimization is often less

complicitted that, minimization stA.ject to the product of the p 1 (a~ 1  having

the stated value. Also, stitis,4 -al tiimation of the probabi. 'ty of all

successes is simplified when the expression using the arithmetic average of

th. p (si-l} is considered,
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INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS

Consider n binomial events (not necessarily independent) where success

and failure are the possible outcomes for an event. Oftel,, L Z n e

in whether all the events are successes. That is, there is overall success if

and only if every event results in sucess. In fact, many kinds of overall

efforts can be considered to occur as a sequence of steps (or events) with

overall success occurring if and only if all of the ste:s result in success.

This is often the case for reliability situations and for accomplashmt~nt of

missions (for example, military missions).

The principal interest is frequently in high probailities of overall

success (say, at least .8). Only cases with high probabilities are considered

here.

Let the n events be numbered according to the sequeice in which they

can be considered to occur (event 1 is resolved first, etc Use p1 (s

to denote the proLability that the i-th event results in succe!ss giv, . that

event3 1, .-. , i-i are successes (i = 2, ... , n), while pl(s) p p1  is

the unconditiona' pr,,.bbility that the first event is a success. Then,

n
P(all .uccesses) 1 p (a.

izl

in the probability that all the events are successes

If the approximation is sufficiently accurate, there are advantages in

.1
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expressing P(all successes) ir tazms of the arithmetic average (denoted by p)

of the pi (S i). First, consider operations research type situatibns where

a stated large value of P(all successes) is required and thi6 is to I-e c-LLU .A

with an optimum allotment of resources. This can be accomplished (approximately)

by minimizing the resource use subject to setting p equal to a determin~d

value. Experience indicates that this minimization is usually less complicated

than minimization subject to the product of the pi (S i-l) having the stated

value.

A second advantage is in performing statistical investigatiun when the

pi(S il) must be estimated. Probabilistic properties of an arithmetic average

of estimates are usually much more easily determined than those of a product

of estimates.

Estimation of a p. (si) is often not difficult. That is, p (s
1 i-i i-i

is ordinarily the probability thac the i-tb event is a success given that

nothing very unusual has happened (something very unusual happens only if at

least one of events 1, -.. , i-i is a failure). For example, a failure in a

reliability situation can result in a large stress (perhaps an explosion)

in the overall system. No unusual stress occurs if all preceding events are

successef. Thus, effectively, pi (si-l) can be estimated by observations

on the i-th event when it receives no unusual stress. Fortunately, this is

the case in which observations are most easily and inexpensively obtained.
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In fact, it is often possible to separately consider the i-th event (per-

haps removed from the overall system) if suita'ble environmental conditions

(temperature, pressure, etc.) are maintained.

For the cases considered, t i"va] cof gcne z%1ilv is defined in terms

of the number r of the p (si 1 ) are required to be at most equal to p.

Complete generality occurs for r = 1 and the generality level decreases

as r increases. However, r values as large as, say, n/4 would still

seem to represent a moderate degree of generality.

Only cases where n, p, r are such that (n-r+l) (n-p) is less than

unity arm considered. Then, for any meaningful n and r,

(I - (n-r+l) (1-p)p r- s P(all suc asses) _ pn

The lowr bound is at least .8 if n(l-p) .2 and is a monotonically

inc~asing function of r. The bounds exe close together and P(all successes)

is very nearly eqgul to

r-1 n-r+l(1/2)p [p + 1 - (n-,r+l) (1-p) I

when [1 - (n-r+l)(l-p)p r -  is at least .8.

The final section contains derivations of these probability results.

When the P (a are all very large, n is large, and dependence is of

a restricted nature, the more easily applied approximate results of
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(Walsh, 1955) are usable.

VERIF iATION

For notational simplicity, let pi = Pi (s i-) Since the geometric

mean of the pi is at most equal to their arithmetic mean, P(all successes)

pn, with equality possible (when the pi are equal). This upper bound

and its basis are applicable for all r.

Now, consider derivation of the sharp lower bound. The value of

P(all successes) is

n n

p. exp log e [l - l-p.i ) ] I
~1 e

n OD

i li--i j.

1Xp - P)k n k
=~ ~ ep - -I Zi k l- (p _ pl)k

j'= k--0 i=l

nk
For (n-r+l) O] - p) < 1 and k - 2, (p - p ) is largest when all

but r of the pi &re unity, r-I of them equal p, and the other one is

such that their arithmetic average is p (easily verified by consider q

the cases of k = 2, 3 nd the relationsaips for larger k) . This irWlies

that this other p is 1 - (n-r+l)(i - p) , so that the maximum ib

Ik



p pi)k n r)k( )k + ()k(n r) ( p)k
i=l

Thus, since r-l of the p are equal to p and also

k [(n - r)k + - r)] [(r - r) + 1] + (n - )(1

j r-1

which equals (n-r+l) , P(all succes-es) is at least equal to p imes

exp - j( - p) ( , -P) + ( n)k( - r)

ep jl[Un-r+l) (1 p- ]

jJ~l

exPt l oge [1 - (n-r+l)( - PI 1 - (n-r+l)(l - p)

with equality possible.

4sh, Jhn I., "The koisson distribution as a limit for dependent birnoial

events with unequal prc 'ilitie gOfratinls Reseat_, Vol. 3 (1955).

pp. l9-2O9.
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There Are many case where an overall effort is successful if and only if
the efforts or events) of a sequonce are all successful. Often, the A
rrincipal interest is in cases where overall success has a large probability
(say, at least .8). Suppose there are r efforts in the sequence and that

(s._) is the probAbility that the i-th effL.rt is a success given that

vrecedinq efforts 1, are successes (i-l, n), wheL sJ enotes

no conditions. .i approximate value, also sh-rp u,,ror and lower hounds, are
developeO for the probalility chat all n events are successes. This is
done for various levels of general4 ty, inclurdinc a fcni-, of complete gener-
ality, These results depend -inly on n , the -nerrlity levQ)., and the

arithmetic average of th, r (s ) They Are useful when the probabilit v o'

all successes is at ledst 8; teen the approxir-ate value i% near both bounds
The necessity of only considering the aritmetic average of the pi(s

rather than their product, so;,eti'es can he ulseful in anAlyses of an operations
research nature (incliding reliability situations). Consider optimum allot-
ment of resources to obtain a stated hih prbability of all successes. This
can be obtained by minimizing the resource u*ie subject to the ari- ,hMtic average

of the r ,) equaling a determined value. This mini-ization is often less
complicated't 9tan minimization subject to the pioduct ot the , (s 1 ) havinq t.e
stated value. Also, tle estimation of all successes is si.r'lified.
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